
Different
A Video Based Lesson

Pre, during, post watching activities
Write the dialogue template
Venn diagram organizer
 Brainstorm things that make you 

Students explore relationships and the things that 
make us different - unique. 

1.
2.
3.
4.

        one of a kind organizer.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Z85B7kNXn4gm66-LO02Lc58IlWT0VfvD/view?usp=sharing


DIFFERENT

 Answer & Discuss:  

2. Do you think Emily and Sam will become good friends? Why?

1. What are Emily and Sam's disabilities?

3. What is the message of this video? It's moral?

Instructions:  Watch a short video about Emily and Sam who are different.  Finish the activities. 

A. Before You Watch:  Complete the sentences. 
1. I am different from  ______________ because ____________________________.

2. People can be different in   ____________, _____________, ___________.

3. I think the boy / the girl will   ___________________________________________.

B. While You Watch:  Put the events in order 1 to 6.

____   Emily falls off her skateboard. 

____   Emily is jogging.

____   Emily is disappointed. 

____   Sam gives Emily a note.

____   Emily gives Sam a note. 

____   Emily realizes Sam can't walk. 

C. After You Watch:  

_____________________     _____________________

What's important is __________________________________________________________________.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Z85B7kNXn4gm66-LO02Lc58IlWT0VfvD/view?usp=sharing


HAVE A CONVERSATION
Imagine Emily and Sam talking. What do they say to each other. Fill in the bubbles. 
Share your conversation. 
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2. Do you think Emily and Sam will become good friends? Why?

1. What are Emily and Sam's disabilities?

3. What is the message of this video? It's moral?

Instructions:  Watch a short video about Emily and Sam who are different.  Finish the activities. 

A. Before You Watch:  Complete the sentences. 
1. I am different from  ______________ because ____________________________.

2. People can be different in   ____________, _____________, ___________.

3. I think the boy / the girl will   ___________________________________________.

B. While You Watch:  Put the events in order 1 to 6.

____   Emily falls off her skateboard. 

____   Emily is jogging.
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4 5

6

Emily is deaf. Sam is paralized.

what's inside not our appearances.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Z85B7kNXn4gm66-LO02Lc58IlWT0VfvD/view?usp=sharing
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Venn Diagram

Write details that tell how the topic/thing/animal is different in the outer circles. Write details 

that tell how the topics/things/animals are alike where the circles overlap.



1.

2.

3.

4. ___________________________________________________________________________________

5. ___________________________________________________________________________________

6. ___________________________________________________________________________________

7. ___________________________________________________________________________________

8. ___________________________________________________________________________________

9. ___________________________________________________________________________________

10. ___________________________________________________________________________________

List 10 things that make YOU unique, special and different.  Begin your sentences with - I'm different 
because .... 

After, share your ideas.

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

10 Things That Make ME 

DIFFERENT



Please visit us! 
The largest and most complete lesson library on the web. 

https://resources.eltbuzz.com/search.html
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